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There are 3 main types of cutting for jewelry stones: 
cabochon, facet, and carving 
 
These are the types of stones that are "set". Beads are also a type of cutting, but i set aside as separate 
category, as there are no "setting" techniques required 
 
What defines the first three are girdles. 
A stone needn't have girdles, but the classic designs associated with cabochons and faceted stones are 
made in such a way to ease setting. The "form" of the gem transcends language, and any setter in the 
world should understand where to grab the stone with metal by identifying the girdle. Carvings, 
depending on design, may or may not have said girdle. 
 
Cabochon: 

 
Cabochons are for opaque stones. Rules may be broken, but traditionally, a cabochon has a domed face, 
flat back and an edge (girdle). Let's imagine the oval cabochon for simplicity.  
The cabochon can have a high, medium or low dome. This is the height. Slabs of stone are generally cut 
at 4mm as industry standard. A high dome cab may exceed this at 5mm or even 6mm. Standard cabochon 
height (medium) is 3mm to 4mm. low dome height would be approx. 2mm up to 3mm in height. 
Standard height is such because of structural integrity. Too thin, and the finished stone is prone to 
breaking. Too tall (high dome) and you don't get as many stones out of your rough material... ie: it is not a 
smart use of rough. 
High dome is usually only for design purposes with aesthetic effect, though could be used to actually 
conserve material at times and increase overall weight. 
Cutting studios that rake you over the coals, will try to maximize the weight of every cabochon, because 
you pay by finished weight.  



There are some stones that require the depth, such as cats eye ruby's, star sapphires, etc. Stones that have 
light phenomenon associated with them often require enough depth for the light to refract throughout the 
inside and give the associated phenomenon. 
 
A low dome cab is a way to increase quantity of cabs, it should only be done on strong cabs with no 
fractures of any kind, and a solid material type. example: agates.  
If you try to have low dome done in a stone that has soft areas of rind, like a rhyolite... it is asking for 
trouble. Low dome may be applied if a designer requires more light to pass through. Having less mass, 
allows the light to enter and exit sooner, giving translucent stones more "transparency". 
 
 

Side note: 
Transparent and translucent are two key words to learn now. 
Transparent stones are water clear, like the windshield of your car. Translucent are milky... foggy. 
Generally, the transparent stones are the high end: Tourmaline, aquamarine, red opal, garnet, 
kunzite, etc. these stones give colour saturation to a crystal clear piece. 
A stone looks far more "gemmy" when it is crystal clear. the word "crystal" grade will even be 
applied, and gems of this nature are considered precious, whereas the semi opaque (translucent) 
versions are going to be semi precious. 
 
Cabochons are also created of translucent material. Gemmy transparent material is used for 
cabochons as well, but a faceted version of a gem grade stone is worth more than cabochon, and 
is also cut with facets because of its translucency. Let’s look at why in the following. 

 
Faceted Stones: 
 
Faceted stones are cut to maximize brilliance. when light enters through the top half of a faceted stone, it 
bounces off the bottom angles and re-exits the top. This effect causes the light to travel more distance 
inside the stone, picking up more colour as it goes. by the time we observe it again, the colour saturation 
of the gem is enhanced, naturally, by "optical illusion". 
An example of this is putting a colour spot in the bottom of the cone of a gem, the light enters the 
colourless top portion, passes through the colour zone, and re-exits as that colour, giving whole stone the 
appearance of being solid colour. 
there are specific angles for each stone type, mathematically calculated to give the optimal colour 
saturation (known as brilliance). The reality though, is that most stones on the market are hand cut, and 
these angles aren’t strategically applied. You kinda just gotta hope you had enough colour to begin with. 
if you want the angles applied, then you'll have to get into precision cutting with high end facetors. 
 

Side Note: 
Another two terms worth noting: 
Hand cutting and precision cutting 
 



Think of hand cutting as less technological. Hand cutting can mean many things. It could literally 
mean the person is holding the stone in their hand, trying to get the angles by eye. It could also 
mean the person is using an unsophisticated machine compared to modern technology. it can also 
mean high end cutting, but you want to see an extra word tacked onto the title- "precision". 
See, the difference between “precision hand cutting”, and just “hand cutting” is huge. Just hand 
cutting is going to create stones that don't have meeting facets. ie: allll the little planes aren't 
going to line up perfectly. 
Precision hand faceting will bring those planes a lot closer. For production scale, jam peg faceting 
is applied in almost all asian countries. Jam peg can get pretty close, but its still for commercial 
grade.  
There are high tech faceting machines, such as ultratech, and facetron used in north america 
which allow for flawless cutting. So many dials and gauges are applied to these machines, that if 
an expert is working at it, you will see the difference. these kinds of cutters charge way more, but 
also are necessary for luxury grade rocks (royalty and museums, etc.). 

 

 
If you look at a faceted stone, there are two parts, the top and bottom. Crown and pavillion. 
These two categories are further divided into subcategories. 
Crown: 
crown facets and table. 
 
Pavillion: 
pavilion facets, and culet. 
 
The girdle divides these two hemispheres.  
No matter what shape of faceted stone, round, square, triangle etc... these parts will always apply. so get 
to know your stone anatomy. 
 
Once you realize you can do practically any geometric shape in the world, you have to consider style. 
 



Two classic styles predominate 
Brilliant cutting and step cutting. 
 
Brilliant cutting uses little triangles everywhere, and is what you would see on the top of a diamond. 
Step cutting uses a series of bars, and is classic on an emerald. 
It is uncommon to mix the two. 
 
Shape of cut, such as oval, will refer to the girdle. if you pick an oval, the most prominent edges of the 
stone will form said shape. and a cone will descend below it making your pavillion, and a window will 
protrude to the top. 
 
In cutting, it is estimated that 70% material loss will occur when making a faceted stone. So, if you 
provide 1 kilogram of rough... you're likely to receive back anywhere in the realm of 300 grams. 
 
Faceting can get stylish. I kept it simple, but we can get into fancy shapes. This is literally the term "fancy 
cutting". This is where freeforming starts to be applied. Rather than following cookie cutter and industry 
dominated shapes and styles; fancy cutting starts distorting the overall symmetry of cutting. For these 
kinds of cuts, it is best to research on your own further. 
 
Fantasy cutting, is the most intricate of faceting, where colour contrast is applied. A faceted stone is 
mixed with carving lines- almost always in the bottom pavillion. Again, this should be researched further 
on your own, as it is not standard in commercial grade faceting. 
 
Carving: 
 
Carving is when a person breaches geometric shape. There are simple cabochons, where a stone is carved 
into a shape with two, or three planes at most. 
Following that is faceting, where the stone is carved into a geometric form with dozens of planes. But 
carving, is when the geometric form is pushed past theses symmetrical and arranged shapes, into complex 
geometric forms (animals, organics such as trees and flowers, fantasy dragons, symbolism, and so on). 
Carving requires excellence in polishing. For v-grooves, undercuts, and other types of "planes" associated 
with the forms hashed out can be hard to reach with polishing tools. A master carver not only exceeds in 
comprising an intricate form, but polishing the entirety of it. Many commercial grade carvings pass with 
scratches, sometimes scratches from the preliminary grinding and cutting stages. This is because the time 
required to polish a gemstone carving perfectly is not practical in commercial grade- only high end. 
 
Some carvings are waxed, or oiled as a finish, because it's easier than polishing. Often a mix of both- 
especially for chinese carvings. 
Indonesia is a country that excels in carving. 
 
 
 



Additional notes: 
Thailand is known for exceptional commercial grade faceting. 
India produces most of the cabochons in the world, estimates of 70% come from Jaipur, India. 
China applies machines to most practices mentioned above. Automation dominates there. 

Hand cutting dominates in India and Thailand. 
 
Automated machines cause more material loss, as well as breakage. Often precision can be 
achieved more than hand cutting. Time frames decreased in production, but material loss, as well 
as repetition of design occurs. 

 
Beads: 

 
Beads are another category, because they can be faceted, or cabbed. 
Heed those words lightly- it means a bead can be faceted with a series of angles to refract light off the 
surface, this is known as lustre. Beads can also be cut as smooth forms, such as rounds. any shape can 
occur, with either of the above cutting practices (including carving). 
Remember, all forms of finished stone work are carvings. some simple, some geometric and some 
complex geometric- a bead too, is a shape (form) of stone, with a cutting technique applied (smoothing, 
faceting, carving) to give it a style. 
Examples of bead shapes include barrel, tire, round, freefrom, etc. 
 

Side Note: 
Lustre was a term i mentioned earlier that needs to be reiterated. Lustre has to do with the way the 
light plays off the surface of the stone, not inside it. Some stones have a higher lustre than others.  
Example: Quartz and topaz appear the same, clear crystal- but topaz has a brighter lustre.  
 
Cabochons are cut with a dome to create a "beam of light" over the surface. This is the lustre 
walking across. If a cabochon has a flat top, the light will cascade down on it in the way it hits a 
wet road and blinds you while “blowing out” the road in view. The cabochon with a flat top will 
be blown out by bright light, and the opaque designs inside (such as banding, or colour swirls) 
will be lost to the viewer.  
 
Proper cabochons have a beveled bottom, where the sidewall (bezel, aka girdle) meet the flat 
base. The minute bevel reduces likelihood of stone chipping. When a shock wave enters a stone, 
it will look for the most acute angle to exit. If the bottom edge of a cabochon is not curled in 
slightly, it may crush off, or flake depending on the type of shock/ pressure applied.  



A quality cabochon will also have a polished back. This gives the setter options for open back 
setting, which will reduce metal use. The option gives the metal fabricator more options for a 
quality piece of jewelry.  
 
It is rather common to see buffed cabochons with poor sanding. Upon close inspection of 
cabochons created in Jaipur, one will note sanding scratches that have been buffed inside with a 
cloth wheel. It gives the effect of a consistent polish, but a trained eye will recognize the shortcut 
used for productions' sake. 
Tumble finishing cabochons, as well as carvings and beads is common in the industry. This can 
be recognized by finding pitted areas. 
Tumblers will undercut the soft parts of a stone. They will also cause chipping, and repolishing in 
the chips. an oval cabochon, with a polished divot on the edge was likely tumbled. Tumbling 
rounds all acute corners. The excessive wearing of the underside bevel is another indication of 
tumbling. Tumbled stones are considered lowest grade. 


